ARE FURTHER EXPERIMENTS NEEDED FOR DETERMINING THE ATOMIC WEIGHT OF OXYGEN?*

The precision of experiments on the atomic weight of oxygen has been gradually so much increased that, in some cases, the mean error of a single determination is less than 1 part in 10,000. The agreement of different series of experiments is not so good, but if the work of different experimenters agreed well, the question, how accurately do we really know the atomic weight of oxygen, is not one which we can readily answer. Neither the concordance of the experiments of a given series, nor the agreement of the results of series of experiments by different observers, can excuse us from search for sources of error. All sciences which have to do with measurement afford sufficient instances of the fact that our conclusions are to be received with a certain suspension of judgment. And chemistry well illustrates that he is wise whose assertions regard the possibility of finding at some time evidence to the contrary.

The history of experiment on the atomic weight of oxygen affords an interesting example of the fact that neither the concordance of individual observations nor the agreement of different experimenters proves that a measurement is right. To-
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